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The Hendra virus (HeV) poses a significant challenge to public health in Australia. Expanding migratory

patterns observed among bats and the mutation of the virus to seek and successfully infect new hosts is

a significant departure from the generalized epidemiological trend. The recent discovery of equine-related

infections and deaths in addition to a canine infection demonstrates the inadequacy of the current equine

vaccine developed in 2012. Traditional models for controlling the spread of the vector are futile given the rapid

pace at which bats’ habitats are eroded. Recent ongoing zoonotic epidemics, for example, Ebola and Middle

East respiratory syndrome coronavirus, demonstrate that human-to-human transmission is a distinct reality

rather than an obscure possibility. The development of a human HeV vaccine is essential for the biosecurity of

Australia, as part of a multipronged strategy to control HeV in Australia.
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T
he Hendra virus (HeV) is an emerging zoonotic

infection in Queensland, Australia (1�3). First iden-

tified in 1994, it is associated with a human fatality

rate of 60% (4). Traditionally infecting fruit bats, recent

host amplification of HeV in infected equines is purported

to underlie the spate of fatal outbreaks of HeV infection

among exposed humans in Queensland, Australia (5).

To prevent further outbreaks, Biosecurity Australia (the

chief health surveillance agency in Australia) commis-

sioned the successful and rapid development of an equine

vaccine against HeV to preclude the incidence of addi-

tional human cases (6).

Effective initially, the HeV vaccine is slowly losing its

efficacy. In 2013 alone, over a span of 6 months, eight

equines and a canine died of an HeV infection. In 2014,

over a similar time frame, three instances of HeV infec-

tion were reported in Queensland alone. An equine death

resulting from an HeV infection in Murwillumbah,

New South Wales, Australia, is the most recent incident,

demonstrating that HeV remains a matter of grave concern

despite the development of an equine vaccine.

HeV is a Henipavirus that commonly infects Pteropid

fruit bats (1, 4, 7). Because of the novelty of the disease,

there is very little information regarding the exact patho-

genesis of HeV or its modes of transmission. The currently

accepted model describes the excreta of bats � urine �
containing HeV particles to be the mode of transmission,

as is directly taken up by an intermediate host. In both

equines and humans, HeV is purported to infect nervous

and respiratory epithelial tissues, which can further disse-

minate, ultimately resulting in death (5, 3). Apart from

an outlier case comprising an infected canine, HeV has

only been verifiably detected among fruit bats, equines,

and humans. No human-to-human transmission has been

documented, as of yet (4, 7).

It is widely believed that disease transmission of HeV

by equines, to humans, occurs via spread of droplets via

aerosolization in the respiratory tract of the equine, during
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the final stages of the infection (8). However, one index

case of human infection was acquired during the necropsy

of an HeV-infected equine (3, 9). Another case was noted

when a human acquired HeV from an otherwise asymp-

tomatic HeV-infected equine (7). Clinical syndromes in

human cases usually present initially with non-descript

respiratory symptoms followed by fulminant encephalitis

occurring many months later. This contributes to the

high mortality and morbidity associated with the disease.

Not surprisingly, this pattern is changing; a recent human

case documented a primary cerebral insult post-HeV

infection (1, 4, 7).

HeV infection demonstrates a high case fatality rate in

humans, estimated around 60% (4). Currently, no curative

treatment exists apart from the off-label use of mono-

clonal antibodies, which at best are only supportive and

anecdotal in application (1, 3, 10). Current treatment

strategies center around prophylactic and preventative

strategies, endorsed by Biosecurity Queensland (4, 6, 11).

This involves culling of suspect and/or infected equines,

regardless of symptom status, and contact isolation by

humans concerning any potential equine HeV cases and/

or use of personal protective equipment (6). Other strate-

gies to contain the spread of the virus, targeting the bats,

are futile given the wide and changing geographical

habitats that bats use in their migratory patterns. Further-

more, tertiary control options that have proven successful

in the reduction of Ross River virus spread cannot be

enforced with HeV.

The emergence of bats as propagators or facilitators

of zoonotic infections is repeatedly being highlighted in

various global epidemics. In late 2012, a Hendra-equine

vaccine was introduced to prevent HeV infections among

equines, thereby theoretically eliminating any predisposi-

tion of infection to humans (2, 6). In part, due to the low

prevalence of HeV among equines, and the lack of an

accurate diagnostic test, the efficacy of the equine vaccine

remains to be tested (3). Ongoing research reveals that HeV

strains are rapidly changing as are the associated symp-

toms (7, 11, 12). This is best demonstrated, as aforemen-

tioned, when a human infection was acquired from an

asymptomatic HeV-infected equine. Second, the recent

case of a canine-related death, in addition to a prior canine

HeV infection reported much earlier, lends support to

the adaptive nature of HeV (3, 9). Previously, only fruit

bats, equines, and humans were infected (5). The rapid and

substantial environmental impact by humans and their

activities are directly responsible for the erosion of bats’

habitats, usually because of economic and/or geographic

expansion. As a result, HeV infections are emerging in

locations far beyond bats’ typical migratory boundaries,

implying that, wherever fruit bats go, the risk for HeV

infection increases (13).

The efficacy of the equine HeV vaccine, in preventing

human HeV infection, relies on the assumption that the

equine serves as the sole intermediary host for human

HeV infection (3). Accordingly, this does not factor in the

possible host amplification and the subsequent mutation

of zoonotic diseases which can precipitate a human HeV

infection and possible epidemic. To date, no index cases

of human-to-human transmission of HeV have been

documented. However, the emergence of atypical presen-

tations: asymptomatic equine, infected canine, and outlier

cases readily supports that HeV is mutating rapidly and is

seeking new co-hosts. This pattern is clearly evidenced,

in other similar bat-related zoonotic infections, namely

the recent Ebola epidemic and the 2014 Middle East

respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) epidemic

(4, 12).

Proficiency in managing an emerging outbreak should

not be acknowledged by way of unfortunate experience

if the outbreak can be prevented first-hand. Guidelines

for human vaccine development encompass principles of

cost, efficacy, and safety (8). Guidelines of animal vaccine

development are less stringent (2, 6). The development of a

human HeV vaccine can be time-consuming and prohibi-

tively costly at the current stage. This strategy, however, is

much more feasible than the one concerning the contain-

ment of an emerging infection � clearly evidenced after

taking into account the responses to the recent emergence

of bat-related zoonotic epidemics such as Ebola and

MERS-CoV.

HeV poses a significant challenge to public health,

affecting not only equines but also canines as well; humans

are only the recent end-host that has been identified. The

only preventative strategy in place, outlined by Biosecurity

Australia, is the production of an equine vaccine whose

efficacy remains to be tested given the low prevalence of

HeV. A low prevalence of HeV may ordinarily prohibit the

development of a human vaccine; however, this ought to

be weighed against the growing evidence that an inter-

mediary host beyond equines may indeed be a reality if not

a distinct possibility (3, 5, 9). Human-to-human transmis-

sion is a bleak reality which may occur in our lifetimes,

and thus the development of a human vaccine would be

apt. The development of this vaccine can be expedient

and successful, as was with the development of the HeV

vaccine, with the help of international partners such as the

National Institutes of Health in the United Sates who in

previous vaccine development campaigns have collabo-

rated willfully and eagerly.

Conclusion
The emergence of bat-related zoonotic infections conti-

nues to be fueled by the human impact on the environ-

ment through the deforestation of habitats of the fruit

bats (6). The rapid pace at which HeV mutates, its

virulence, as well as the cumulative human-environmental

insults do not afford us time should an outbreak, when

it occurs, becomes unmanageable. This can result in
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preventable loss of life, as was observed in the recent

Ebola epidemic (7, 11). The current equine HeV vaccine

is testament to our ability to rapidly develop and produce

a vaccine that addressed an immediate zoonotic epidemic

threat with some success. Unfortunately, given the recent

spate of HeV-related equine deaths across Australia, the

equine vaccine/quarantine policy currently in place (to

contain and prevent HeV infection) is succumbing to the

natural evolution of HeV and is becoming less effective.

It would be more prudent to develop a human HeV

vaccine in developing a primary preventative strategy

against HeV to replace or possibly augment the current

preventative strategy in place, that is, equine vaccine/

quarantine policy. Acknowledging the recent global emer-

ging epidemiological trends concerning bat-related zoonotic

infections, the development of a human HeV vaccine is

imperative, if not vital, to the biosecurity and public health

of Australia.
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